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Private offices

USA, private homes, 
private companies, 
apartments

Romania, private 
homes, private 
companies, 
apartments

Bucharest 
neighbourhoods
central heating and 
powe plants

FEPER Building –
Pipera Industrial 
Platform

St. Mina Church,
Tunari Church, 
Herăstrău Church, 
Ţigăneşti Monastery, 
Ilfov

Switzerland, private 
homes, private 
companies, 
apartments



What is iSentinel®
These are the intelligent seismic protection and warning solutions, which are part of A BETTER LIFE SOLUTIONS’ portfolio, an innovative Romanian company with
concerns in the field of systems for protection, saving lives and property in case of an earthquake, natural disasters, terrorist attacks and war actions.

Our products: iSentinel®, Regenesys™, SUPER Shelter™, SUPER Desk™ have a wide international recognition and are intended to improve people’s living conditions,
safety and heritage protection. Follow us on iSentinel.ro, Facebook and LinkedIn.

Who Invented iSentinel® Solutions?

Inspired by your needs and those of our society, Ph.D. Ing. Mircea Manolescu invented iSentinel® the intelligent seismic protection and warning solutions. We do not
live in perfect cities, but we can turn them into sanctuaries of peace and security even in the event of an earthquake.

DPh.D. ENGINEER MIRCEA MANOLESCU

CEO & FOUNDER A BETTER LIFE SOLUTIONS™ , INVENTOR 
OF iSENTINEL®, SUPER SHELTER™,
SUPERDESK™, INTI MINAS SHELTER™



Our Intelligent Solutions



iSentinel®
INTI MINAS™



Quick Facts

Over 15 years of
excellence. They are the
only intelligent seismic
protection and warning
solutions in the world.

UNIQUE IN THE WORLD

World #1 in 2021 in the field of
seismic protection. Over 100
distinctions won at national and
international inventions
exhibitions.

INTERNATIONAL AWARDS

Works without electricity

15 DAYS

For every industry

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

ISO 9001:2015 ISO 14001:2015



IMMO BASIC CONFIGURATION
• iSentinel® seismic sensor
• Customizable iSentinel IMMO intelligent control panel
• Connection kit
• Documentation for iSentinel® HOME Solutions
• 220V signal reception from gas detectors
• Connection in the Fire Station or in the BMS
• Direct drive connection protective equipment

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS/ CUSTOM IMMO
• General seismic warning
• Public addressing
• Manual button – panic button to operate
• Water interruption
• Power outage
• Existing solenoid valve use, if located outside the building
• Bringing the elevators to the ground floor
• Earthquake behavior training & Psycho – Emotional - Somatic

Training, iSentinel® MIND for safe and efficient earthquake
behaviours and crisis situations management



Created for the Business Segment,  for the Protection of 
People, Goods and Business Continuity

• Achieves integrated building protection
• Protects life and property by preventing fires and explosions
• Protects heritage values and assets by preventing flooding
• Automatically shuts off the gas supply from outside of the building
• Automatically shuts off water and electricity
• It gives users the time they need to stay safe
• It starts seconds or tens of seconds before the destructive wave of the earthquake 

arrives
• It works even in the event of a power outage
• Independent and autonomous, it works off grid in the real conditions of an earthquake, 

when the infrastructure is damaged or destroyed
• Reacts appropriately to what happens to the protected building, not to what happens in 

the epicenter (seismic wave is attenuated) 
• It reacts both to the main earthquake and to all its aftershocks
• It can be installed quickly, anywhere in the country or abroad
• It can be easily moved
• Provides protection no matter from which epicenter the seismic wave comes from
• High-performance analysis capability – does not send false alarms
• Reduces the risk of seismic damage
• Ensures business continuity



LIFE - HEALTH

The lives of our users are protected directly and indirectly: by early warning and / or by broadcasting voice messages with instructions in order to place them
in areas with the lowest risk, but also by preventing explosions and fires, users are no longer exposed to additional risks besides to those generated by the
total or partial collapse of the building, falling of heavy objects, splashing with shards of glass or tiles and other such, already known, hazards.

AVOIDS ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

Many of the industrial processes involve the use, in the technological process, of harmful substances to people and the environment. By complying with the
safety rules, under normal conditions, their use is made in complete safety. In the event of an earthquake, however, unforeseen situations arise that endanger
people's lives and the quality of the environment. By using customized iSentinel® solutions (iSentinel® HOME, iSentinel® IMMO, iSentinel® INDUSTRY)
depending on the specifics of the activity and the needs of the beneficiary, all these dangers are highly reduced or disappear completely. iSentinel® INDUSTRY
solutions allow an unlimited number of specific protection protocols to be triggered. In addition, by using additional sensors for gas, smoke, water,
temperature, etc. and by interconnecting this system with those already existing in the building, as BMS (Building Management System) or Fire Central, the
integrated protection of the objective is achieved.

DECREASES THE INSURANCE PREMIUM

As a result of of the decreased seismic risk, the insurance premium could be lowered, thus the investment not only can be recovered in time, but once
recovered, it can even produce savings for the user. The amount of insurance premiums for a building protected with iSentinel® the intelligent seismic
protection and warning solutions depends on the insurance company where the policy is drawn up.

PROTECTS THE BUILDING AND PROPERTY

INTELLIGENT SEISMIC PROTECTION AND WARNING SOLUTIONS iSentinel® cover approx. 50% of the consecutive risks of an earthquake with a very low investment coefficient,
which offers a high coefficient of performance investment – i.e. the ratio between the protected value and the protection value. Fires and explosions due to gas leaks or electrical
short circuits, floods, exfiltration of toxic and dangerous substances, their discharge into the air or into emissions, in addition to the destruction of buildings, company assets, the
assets of individuals and legal entities, the irretrievable destruction of art works, the destruction of industrial systems and equipment also have the consequence of polluting the
environment. The elaboration of a seismic protection protocol, customized according to the specifics and needs of each one and its strict application, constitute the intelligent
seismic protection and warning solutions iSentinel®with maximum efficiency and reliability. Moreover, through the ability of the system to communicate with other systems such as
BMS (Building Management System), SCADA and the Fire Station, participates in the integrated protection of the building.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

By avoiding the consecutive damage of an earthquake, implementing iSentinel® the intelligent seismic protection and warning solutions allows the resumption
of activity shortly after the end of an earthquake. This, in addition to keeping the assets intact, assures business continuity and also allows contracts to be
honored with minimal or zero delay, which is a competitive advantage: customers are always redirected to those who are able to meet their needs on time.
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HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

“In order to protect our apartment building against fires caused by
earthquakes, the owners’ association of building 44, staircase 2,
decided 8 years ago to install intelligent iSentinel® IMMO seismic
protection and warning solutions to cut off gas supply before an
earthquake. iSentinel® provides fire protection on one hand, and on
the other, peace and contentment that I did everything I could in this
regard.
Once the problem was solved, the members of the association were
able to deal with current problems, without worrying about
unpleasant consequences caused by a possible earthquake.
During all the time, the system worked as we expected and did not
trigger false alarms due to the trams that pass in front of our
building, although the daily high vibrations have caused over the
years cracks in the outer walls of the building. The cracks are still
visible on the outer wall of our apartment building, facing the street.”

Luminița Severin
Administrator of the Apartment Building no. 44, Staircase 2



CONTACT US

iSentinel.ro

CALL US OR WRITE TO US:

office@iSentinel.ro

+40 726 525 595

FIND US ON:

/company/sentinel---sisteme-automate-de-protectie-antiseismica/

/iSentinel.ro


